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1 FOOD

TOURISM
ON SCILLY
The Isles of Scilly has naturally relied
upon its own food production - both
farming and fishing - for generations.
In many ways, this way of life continues
to this day, although tourism is now the
islands’ main economic driver.
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FOOD TOURISM ON SCILLY

Foreword

It is widely acknowledged that a
strong local food and drink offer adds
significant value to a destination,
helping to attract additional visitors,
encouraging and retaining increased
expenditure and ultimately raising
levels of satisfaction. There are surely
few destinations with greater potential
to capitalise on this opportunity than
the Isles of Scilly.
Given its isolated location, 28 miles out into the Atlantic and small resident
population, the Isles of Scilly has naturally relied upon its own food
production - both farming and fishing - for generations. In many ways, this
way of life continues to this day, although tourism is now the islands’ main
economic driver and helps to sustain the many food and drink businesses
that operate across the 5 inhabited islands.
This food heritage, coupled with the islands’ isolated location make for a
compelling food story that has genuine authenticity and distinctiveness,
and make it home to some truly exceptional food and drink businesses.
From locally-produced ice cream (from the tiny dairy herd on St. Agnes
– the UK’s most southwesterly outpost) to tender island beef, pork
and duck; from luxurious, freshly-caught lobsters and crab to squidgy
Scillonian tatty cake, fudge and chocolate and from farm-grown veg to the
islands’ own wine and beer. And of course, there is also the opportunity to
buy local produce from farm stores - often spotted on the side of the road
- from fresh fruit and veg to jams, marmalades, home-made fudges, eggs
and more.
This exciting initiative, to raise the profile of Scilly’s food and drink offer
and establish a Taste of Scilly brand that producers, restaurants and shops
alike can use to champion truly Scillonian fayre, will prove invaluable I’m
sure in unlocking the islands’ obvious food tourism potential.
DAVID JACKSON
Islands’ Partnership
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FOOD TOURISM ON SCILLY

A food tourism opportunity for Scilly

The potential for Scilly’s food and
drink offer to play an even greater
role in attracting visitors and to
enhance their experience whilst here,
is clear for all to see.
Recognising this opportunity, the Islands’ Partnership has led an initiative
to establish, for the first time, a clear identity and brand for Scilly’s food
and drink sector. Working alongside colleagues at Wolf Rock Marketing
and Cornwall Food & Drink, we have sought to identify and capture the
very essence of what makes Scilly’s food and drink so special and to bring
this together into a brand and an identity that the islands can collectively
use to champion and celebrate our distinctive Scillonian offer.
However, we also wanted to ensure that whatever we produced would be
of genuine value to our local businesses. As such, we listened to what our
industry had to say – the unique challenges and barriers of being on Scilly
- as well as the opportunities. And of course, we also asked what they
themselves felt was so special about food and drink on Scilly. The learning
from these consultations has proved invaluable in both helping to shape
the direction of the brand as well as some of the other practical tools and
business advice that are contained in the toolkit.
We are therefore proud to present this “Taste of Scilly” toolkit to our food
and drink and wider tourism industry. It not only provides full guidelines
on the Taste of Scilly brand and the core values and story that are behind
it, but also a comprehensive toolkit on how businesses can make best use
of the brand – from the words we use and the way we talk about our food
and drink right through to its use on menus, websites, packaging – or even
farm gates!
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FOOD TOURISM ON SCILLY

A food tourism opportunity for Scilly

The accompanying Taste of Scilly Marque and Charter provide the means
by which our local, Scillonian food and drink can now be recognised
and celebrated. In creating these devices, we have taken on board the
feedback we received from industry and the desire to ensure there was
clear criteria and integrity to what could be formally recognised as local
and therefore a true Taste of Scilly.
We hope these guidelines and toolkit will go some way in helping to
galvanise Scilly’s food and drink sector behind its core ‘nowhere is more
local’ brand essence and underlying values. We also hope it will prove
invaluable in helping to strengthen local supply chains by encouraging
greater collaboration, awareness of - and therefore demand for, local
produce and ingredients.
Inevitably, the more the brand is seen and the underlying messages
repeated, the more momentum this will gain. We would therefore
encourage anyone involved in producing, serving or selling Scillonian food
and drink to embrace the new brand and work together to raise its profile
and realise the opportunities this presents to everyone on Scilly.
The Islands’ Partnership would like to thank Defra and its Food Tourism
Unit for their funding support via the Championing Great British Food
Tourism programme.
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2 THE TASTE
OF SCILLY
BRAND

The Taste of Scilly brand is a
powerful expression of what food
and drink producers on Scilly do,
and what our values are — clearly
articulated in words and images.
By working together, we will
amplify the message.
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THE TASTE OF SCILLY BRAND

Brand essence

At the heart of the Taste of Scilly brand is a simple idea — that you can’t
get food that’s more local than food on Scilly. It has been grown, reared or
caught right where it’s consumed. The ‘nowhere is more local’ idea should
come across in communications as often, and in as many ways as possible.
There are lots of ways to do this, shown in the Implementation Examples
section.

“Nowhere is
more local”
Our Brand Essence should be expressed as often as possible.

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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THE TASTE OF SCILLY BRAND

Brand values

We have identified four core values for the Taste of Scilly brand. They
underpin the way we think about food and also appeal to our visitors,
so they form a shared philosophy. By embracing these values in our
products, behaviours and communication (which should be easy as they
are ‘naturally’ what we do) we can ensure that we are doing what visitors
want, and visitors are wanting what we do. A virtuous circle.

Pure and
simple

Bold
difference

Our food and drink is fresh, unadulterated, and

We do things our way on Scilly. We always have

just as nature intended. It’s a simple offering

done. We are proud to be different, and this

straight from the soil and the sea, to the plate.

comes across in our food and drink products.

Rewarding
discovery

Great
taste

For visitors, discovering the best of the islands’

And it’s simply got to taste good. Always.

food and drink takes a bit more effort than it
does on the mainland — but it’s very rewarding.
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THE TASTE OF SCILLY BRAND

Shared brand story

The Shared Brand Story is both the ‘boilerplate’ text that Taste of Scilly
will use in marketing, and also a good starting point for any members
to use in copy-writing. Feel free to steal bits of it and to adapt it to your
needs — but please don’t use it verbatim so that, together, we don’t seem
repetitive.

The clear Atlantic waters surrounding our islands
are teeming with life, and the sea itself helps to
keep our climate mild all year round, warming the
land and nurturing growth. For generations the
people of Scilly have worked in tune with soil and
sea, following a tradition of self-sufficiency and
innovation, borne of isolation and necessity.
Today, fishermen, farmers, food producers and
friendly island hosts work together to celebrate
and promote the best of Scillonian food and drink.
The Taste of Scilly initiative is our way of sharing
our pride and our produce with you, and the Taste
of Scilly marque is our promise that the food on
your plate truly is the very best of local produce.
Nowhere is local food more local than on Scilly.

RESOURCES



This text is available as a document
in the following formats

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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Text
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THE TASTE OF SCILLY BRAND

Key messages

Here is a list of specific messages that flow from the brand values.
These can be worked in to destination, brand and product marketing
– at strategic level in positioning and product development, and also in
specific copywriting and imagery.

VALUE 1

VALUE 2

Pure and simple

Bold difference

- Real and honest, as nature intended

- Scilly is a place like nowhere else in England

- Made, grown or caught by hand

- Our innovation is borne of necessity

with minimal processes
- Straight from sea or field to the plate
- From pure natural environment
- Changing with the seasons
- Part of the weft and wove of people

- We are boldly and confidently different
- We have a sense of innovation and
inventiveness not of ‘time honoured tradition’
- Our approach to food is shaped and
defined by the islands

and nature

VALUE 3

VALUE 4

Rewarding discovery

Great taste

- Extremely local, 5 small islands

- Food from Scilly always looks,

- Each island is different and distinctive, with
its own story to tell
- Our food and drink is a rare discovery, there
are minimal quantities; there is what there is.
- Our food, like the tides and the seasons,
changes, comes, and goes

smells and tastes great
- Of course we have a passion for food
- Time has been taken in growing, rearing and
catching food from Scilly – with patience,
kindness and understanding
- There is great food expertise on the islands

- It’s ‘won’ by hardy people in difficult
conditions of topography, land and sea
- A treat, rewarding to consume

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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THE TASTE OF SCILLY BRAND

| Brand elements

Adapting the story for you

Try writing your own ‘brand story’ that you can use on a website, on the
back of packaging, on menus or in print. As a starting point, just state in
plain English following the story structure shown below; who you are, what
you do and how you do it (methods, ingredients, or both). Now, put it all
together... For a more creative version, mix it up and rewrite it.

Who?

What?

How?

When?

Why?

STORY STRUCTURE

At...

The who - your name, your business

On...

The where - your location, your island, Scilly

We...

The how - growing, catching or making process

The...

The what - end product or primary produce

Using...

More about how and what - ingredients and process

So you can... The why - the unique foodie benefit

EXAMPLE A – PLAIN ENGLISH VERSION

“At Appletree Farm, on the sheltered side of Bryher, we hand-press the
only cider on Scilly using age-old varieties so you can enjoy the unique
taste of island apples all year round.”
EXAMPLE B - CREATIVE VERSION

“In 1970, Jan and Tony Appletree had a dream. What would cider grown
on Bryher taste like? Two generations later we still hand-press all our
own apples, and find a new and unique answer every autumn.”

SEE ALSO
Tone of voice
Vocabulary

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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3 BRAND

ELEMENTS
The brand elements are the marque,
colours and fonts — as well as the
messages, vocabulary and approach
to writing. The aim is to get the brand
values to infuse all aspects of the
brand so there is a good synergy
linking the food on the plate to the
way you talk about it in marketing,
and the visual aspects.
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Marque

Our marque is the flag we fly to raise our profile. It’s been designed to
communicate all of the essential elements of the brand in one concise
form. It can be used as the Taste of Scilly brand (managed by the Islands’
Partnership) but we also want businesses to use it whenever and wherever
they can. The more exposure it gets, the better for everyone.

RESOURCES



The marque artwork is available
in full colour, black, and white
in the following formats
Illustrator

.ai

Vector

.pdf / .eps

For print

.jpg

For web

.png

FULL COLOUR MARQUE

IN YOUR COLOUR

BLACK MARQUE

WHITE MARQUE

When necessary for legibility or
branding reasons (for example,
to match your packaging) you
can use the marque in other solid
colours. Please do not add any
‘effects’ or colour gradients to
the marque. Keep it simple!

SEE ALSO
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Taste of Scilly Festival

We have also revisited the look of the Taste of Scilly Festival and subtly
changed its logo to match the Taste of Scilly branding.

FESTIVAL LOGO
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Marque + story

This shows how the marque and story combine. In most applications this
is the way to use the Marque, and by doing so we have the opportunity to
get more messages across each time.
To achieve this, use marque artwork and add the block of text (the ‘short’
version of the brand story — or the ‘very short’ if space is severely limited).
You can set the block of text in any font to match the style of the item you
are producing, be it a menu, leaflet, packaging or website.
MARQUE AND SHORT STORY

The Taste of Scilly Marque is our promise
that the food/drink we produce/serve/
sell (adapt as appropriate) is truly local
to Scilly. Nowhere is more local than on
our islands.

MARQUE AND EXTREMELY SHORT STORY

Proud to support local
Scillonian food and drink.
Nowhere is more local than
on our islands.

RESOURCES



This text is available as a document
in the following formats
MS Word

.doc

Text

.txt

SEE ALSO
Implementation


p23, 24, 26, 27

examples
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Colours

Here is a palette of six colours that, together, express the values and
personality of the Taste of Scilly brand. Lobster Orange is the marque
colour, Scilly Blue is the colour used in Isles of Scilly marketing. The other
four are complementary — feel free to use them.

LOBSTER ORANGE

SCILLY BLUE

MUSSEL

CMYK 0 / 80 / 88 / 0

CMYK 100 / 20 / 0 / 0

CMYK 60 / 64 / 42 / 36

RGB

233 / 78 / 40

RGB

0 / 139 / 210

RGB

95 / 76 / 91

HEX

#E94E28

HEX

#008BD2

HEX

#5F4C5B

SAND

SUN

SEAWEED

CMYK 9 / 6 / 23 / 0

CMYK 0 / 20 / 73 / 0

CMYK 73 / 15 / 48 / 1

RGB

237 / 233 / 208

RGB

254 / 208 / 89

RGB

62 / 160 / 147

HEX

#EDE9D0

HEX

#FED059

HEX

#3EA093
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Typography

| Brand elements

You will often be faced with choosing fonts for your own branding
and packaging. It would not help for all Scilly food producers to have
matching typography, after all, one of our values is ‘bold difference’.
But here are some suggestions for the types of font that express
Scilly food and drink values.

fresh
Freeland

strong
Museo Sans

traditional
Adriane Text

natural
Brandon Groteque

Expressive
Amelian Script

NAUTICAL
Bernard MT Condensed

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Copy-writing tone of voice

When writing, follow these simple guidelines to produce a ‘tone of voice’
that’s in keeping with the brand.

TONE 1

TONE 2

Keep it informal

Keep it informative

Write as you’d speak: be familiar but not chatty.

Give your readers food for thought! Treat them

Say ‘we’re’, not ‘we are’, and ‘it’s’ instead of ‘it

to great facts and insights about your products.

is’. Speak directly to readers by using ‘you’ and

Tell them why their Scilly origins make them

‘your’: ‘It’s the freshest, creamiest ice cream

special – stories, names and personal touches

you’ve ever tasted’. If it comes naturally, raise

will give a flavour of your passion. Emphasise

a smile; don’t go out of your way to be funny.

your location – which island, plus farm, bay,

And don’t be stuffy or old-fashioned: ‘hence’,

cottage etc. Choose your information carefully,

‘whilst’ and ‘therefore’ are not our style.

though. Don’t go overboard; no waffle or going
off on tangents. Always think about who’s
reading, and put yourself in their shoes: what
would you like to know?

TONE 3

TONE 4

Keep it simple

Keep it foodie

Pare it down, don’t dress it up. Keep sentences

Make mouths water by letting your love of

simple, clear and to-the-point, with everyday

your food shine through. Be enthusiastic and

words instead of jargon. Delete words you

descriptive, and not just with adjectives; let

don’t really need (eg ‘very’). If a sentence is

readers know how your food tastes, how it’s

getting complicated or too long, think about

unique, and how it will make them feel.

how you’d say the same thing to a friend.

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Vocabulary

Here’s a crib sheet of ‘on brand’ words. It’s designed as a starting point to
stimulate creativity and to get your creative juices flowing. We hope you
find it useful when writing. Please plunder it with abandon, but don’t let it
limit your expression and imagination!

SCILLY SPECIFIC

FROM OUR

BOLDLY DIFFERENT

Scilly

CLEAR-BLUE WATERS

Distinctive

Scillonian

Sea

Different

Islands

Atlantic

Unique

Island life

Ocean

Unusual

Islanders

Tides

Rare

Archipelago

Waters

Variety

Cluster

Wave

Breed

Here

Net

Our

Line

Untouched

Pot

Unspoilt

Catch

Local

Freshly-caught

Locally-produced

Landed

Family-run

Harbour

Generations

Sheltered

Origins

Shore

Source

Boats

FRESH, PURE AND SIMPLE

Salt

Fresh

FROM THE LAND

Pure

Grown

Nature

Farm-grown

Natural

Home-grown

Simple

Produce

Sustainable

Reared

Wild

Hand-reared

Honest

Nurtured

Traditional

Tended

Artisan

Gather

Batch

Harvest

Blend

Hand-picked

Care

Basket

Crafted

Larder

Handmade

Earth

Homemade

Field

Hand-crafted

Crop
Seasonal

Brand and Business Development Toolkit

REWARDING DISCOVERY
Find
Seek
Discover
Sought-after
Coveted
Prized
Sourced
Selected
FOOD-LOVING
Taste
Flavours
Feast
Delicacy
Dish
Menu
Taste buds
Eat
Enjoy
Savour
Sample
Relish
Delicious
Bursting
Mouth-watering
Chef
Prepare
Serve
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BRAND ELEMENTS

| Brand elements

Talking to customers

Face-to-face is the best way to get the story of Scilly’s food and drink
across. This can be easier said than done, but it’s not really too hard to
hold taste-and-tell sessions with service staff or briefings every few weeks,
plus it helps you to communicate your enthusiasm to your team and is
great for morale and staff engagement.

What

Where

Be specific about what’s on the menu.

Be as specific as you can. Saying ‘the beef is

As a minimum make sure staff know about

reared on St Mary’s’ is better than ‘the beef

the main ingredients.

is Scillonian’. It’s ok to acknowledge Cornish
provenance, which for most visitors is still a big
‘plus’ and carries foodie kudos and credibility.

Who

How

Visitors love personal stories – so if you can

... and if you can add any detail, do so.

say who reared, grew or caught the ingredient,

‘By hand’ or ‘on the farm’ are always great if

that’s even better than saying where it’s from.

it’s an honest story.

EXAMPLES

“Yes all our beef
comes from
St. Mary’s, and the
lamb and pork are
Cornish”

Brand and Business Development Toolkit

“The crab and
lobster is all
caught by
Island Fish – on
Bryher”

“The salt is all
made by hand
from sea water –
it’s dried by
the sun”
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4 IMPLEMENTATION
EXAMPLES

This section shows examples of how to put it all
into practice. Some of the items are available from
the Islands’ Partnership office for you to use, and
others are suggestions of how to ‘own’ the brand;
and do it yourself.
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Email footer

Your emails are one of the easiest ways to repeatedly get the Isles of Scilly
food message across, and it’s free. Use the elements provided and adapt
to suit your situation.

Proud to support local Scillonian food and drink.
Nowhere is more local than on our islands.

Full colour marque

Very short story

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Websites

The footer of your website is one of the most visible places to display the
brand. You can send this page of the PDF to your web developer as an
example to get the job done.

Everum quidem facest aut vellaciendi

Volore porpore ssuntis alit parumqu

In remoles equatet quidendel ipsant

omnimus, officiis eium nobita idit

atibus et entempos veliquatem quatin

Endis rem lant re vent. Mus mo occatum

dipicae. Itasinte mollendis comnis ut

conseque deligenisit, omnis rest fuga.

que voluptatur, quos doluptat volupta

re nonseni maxime re mi, id et volore
porpore ssuntis alit parumqu atibus et
entempos veliquatem quatin conseque
deligenisit, omnis rest fuga.

Read more >

tiurectae endandae ersperunt. Ra dolore,
quatur sum haritatur amus et laborit pre
dento voluptur sit.
Enter here >

Continue >

The Taste of Scilly Marque is
our promise that the food we
serve is truly local to Scilly.
Nowhere is more local than on
our islands.

White Marque

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Newsletter marketing

Email newsletters are a great way to communicate regularly with
customers and other stakeholders. You can add the Taste of Scilly marque
to your template to make sure the message is there every time you mail.

THIS YEARS BATCH

SCILLY CIDER FARM
To: Jo Bloggs
Reply to: Appletree Farm
THIS YEARS BATCH
THE LATEST PICKINGS, ALL THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE ORCHARD | View email in your browser

ISLES OF SCILLY CIDER
Hand pressed on Bryher

Fic te pa nihictus earum ad molut apis restincto od
mi, none doluptas ente volo officium quam repelenimet
acearum eaque nonsedi ciaereiciist pro ero magnima
ximporionet iliscipsapel ma qui ium nonsequam, con
plicien imagnitet ad quamus inctusant magnis nulla.

Es autempere
damus et et es
ma pratatem

Es autempere
damus et et es
ma pratatem





Es autempere
damus et et es
ma pratatem


White Marque

This email was sent to jobloggs@gmail.co.uk
why did I get this?

Brand and Business Development Toolkit

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Menus & menu boards

Think how to get the provenance of ingredients across, and tell the story
as part of the menu – as well as using the marque.

ON A MENU

ISLAND SPECIALS
THE SCILLONIAN
PLOUGHMAN’S

A hearty slab of Co
rnish mature
cheddar, crusty br
ead, pickles, and
fresh St. Agnes sala
d.

Celebrate your local
sourcing in the
names of dishes.

£10

SALAKEE DUCK SALA
D

Seared duck brea
st from Salakee
Farm on St. Mary ’s,
a seasonal
salad and our ow
n delicately
spiced oriental dr
essing.

State provenance,
being as specific as
you can.

£12

LIST OF SUPPLIERS

Proudly list your
local suppliers

r delicious
e we source ou
Where possibl
ands.
isl
e
th
m
fro
ingredients
liers are:
pp
su
illonian
Our regular Sc
rown
: Organically-g
Tamarisk Farm
its
fru
ft
so
s and
vegetables, salad
ck
Free-range du
Salakee Duck:
: Pork & lamb
Peninnis Farm
h & shellfish
Island Fish: Fis

The marque and story

Brand and Business Development Toolkit

e
e is our promis
Scilly Marqu
The Taste of
serve is truly
and drink we
that the food
al
loc
more
Nowhere is
local to Scilly.
islands.
than on our
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Packaging

This is a basic template for getting packaging right. Of course do it your
own way but try to use all of the techniques here to get your own unique
story across, as well as the Taste of Scilly brand.

ON THE FRONT

Say ‘Scilly’ very clearly,
it’s not always obvious.

Be very specific about
provenance, remember
“nowhere is more local”.

Sum up your
own story clearly

ISLES OF SCILLY

CIDER

Hand pressed on Bryher
The unique taste
of Scilly apples.

ON THE BACK

Use your unique
brand story... what,
where, why and
when...

The Taste of Scilly
marque and story, long
or short version.

Brand and Business Development Toolkit

At Appletree farm, on the
sheltered side of Brhyer,
we hand-press the only
cider on Scilly using age-old
varieties so you can enjoy
the unique taste of island
apples all year round.
Proud to support local Scillonian
food and drink. Nowhere is more
local than on our islands.
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Apparel

| Apparel

If you are having branded staff uniforms produced, why not add the Taste
of Scilly marque?

HAND MADE
ON BRYHER
FOR THE
LOVE OF
FOOD

IOS

<3 Scilly

BRAND

NAME

Fresh from
the Atlantic

BRAND

NAME
CAUGHT BY

SC12

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Stickers

| Apparel

An easy way to get the Taste of Scilly branding across – sticker it!

Jam
Fish

RESOURCES



These stickers are available from
the Islands’ Partnership office.
A small charge applies.

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Table talkers

| Apparel

CATCH IT
WHEN
YOU CAN
Enjoy the real taste
of Scilly where you
see the marque

RESOURCES



These table talkers are available
from the Islands’ Partnership
office. A small charge applies.

Brand and Business Development Toolkit
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

| Apparel

Shop windows and farm gates

Show your support for Taste of Scilly on your front door, gate or
shop window.

PLAQUE

THE ISLAND
BAKERY

Fresh Bread
Pasties
Cakes
Tea & Coffee

PROUD TO SUPPORT
SCILLONIAN FOOD AND DRINK

PROUD TO SUPPORT
SCILLONIAN FOOD AND DRINK

PROUD TO SUPPORT
SCILLONIAN FOOD AND DRINK

WINDOW STICKER

PROUD TO SUPPORT
SCILLONIAN FOOD AND DRINK

PROUD TO SUPPORT
SCILLONIAN FOOD AND DRINK

RESOURCES



Plaques and window stickers
are available from the Islands’
Partnership office. A small
charge applies.
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Certificate

| Apparel

Please make sure you get your certificate and display it with pride.

This is to certify that
________________________________
is proud to support the Taste of Scilly
initiative, working together to bring the best
of Scillonian food and drink to our visitors.
Authorised by: __________________________
Date: _________________

RESOURCES



This certificate is available to all
approved participants from the
Islands’ Partnership office. There
is no charge.
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In print

| Apparel

The backs of leaflets and brochures is an ideal place to show off the brand.

LEAFLET REVERSE

THE UNIQUE TASTE
OF SCILLY APPLES
In 1970, Jan and Tony Appletree
had a dream. What would cider grown
on Bryher taste like? Two generations
later we still hand-press all our own
apples, and find a new and unique
answer every autumn.
Scilly Cider Farm
Bryher
Isles of Scilly

Proud to support local
Scillonian food and drink.
Nowhere is more local than
on our islands.

Marque and
very short story
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DEVELOPMENT
Developing your business is a crucial part
of building the Taste of Scilly brand. In this
section you will find practical tips on aspects
of business development including pricing,
marketing and events, risk assessment and
how to develop your supply chains.
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Getting prices right

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH? HOW MUCH IS NOT ENOUGH?
You want to make as much money as you can and you want to sell
everything you produce. Pitch your prices right and you’re on track to do
both, but it’s a minefield that most businesses struggle to navigate.
ALLOWING FOR EXPANSION
The biggest mistake small businesses make is pricing their products
without taking account of any future development of the business.
What if you have a boost in orders/sales and you need to take on extra
help? If you had to pay someone else a realistic wage for doing what you
do, would there still be any profit? In other words, have you priced your
own labour and time correctly?
Likewise, if you are currently doing all your own deliveries but you had to
use a third party to deliver/transport the product to customers at some
point, has any third party handling cost been built into the price?
It’s much easier to build both these costs in at the outset than having to
make serious price changes once your products are well established.
THE BASICS
Your prices need to:
–– Pay you back for your time and all the ingredients/materials you use.
–– Allow enough margin for everyone who handles the product to take
the cut they need.
–– Be competitive.
THE PROCESS

1. First, ask yourself: How much can/could you produce? How much overall
do you need to earn from your efforts? How much would you need to
charge per item to make those two things stack up? Is that a price that
customers are likely to pay?

2. Next, work out your production costs. Include ingredients, packaging
(don’t forget the outer packaging), labour and possibly power, water, etc
(some businesses do this at the next stage). Alcohol duty would be added
in at this stage too.

3. Now add a manufacturer’s margin to this total. This covers all those
overhead costs such as rent, rates, admin, marketing, insurance, cleaning,
etc. Typically this might be 25%.

4. Add in a wholesaler/distributor margin even if you don’t use a wholesaler
or distributor at present. Typically this is 25%.

5. Finally, add the retailer’s margin again, even if you sell the product
yourself. In the food sector, a typical retail margin is 35%.

6. Now check this figure against the price you came up with in 1 above.
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Getting prices right

If it’s a lot higher, something is wrong somewhere and you need to
rethink. If it’s a lot lower, you can probably charge a bit more and make
more money.
EXAMPLE:
A tray of cakes costs £2 to make.
Add manufacturer’s margin 25%: (2/0.75) = £2.67
Add wholesaler margin 25%: (2.67/ 0.75) = £3.56
Add retailer margin 35%: (3.56/0.65) = £5.47. This is your selling price
VAT
These figures are all net of VAT. Even if you are a non-VAT registered
business, you need to consider that your customer, e.g. a restaurant or a
shop, may be VAT registered and if your product is standard rated for VAT,
they will need to add a further 20% onto the selling price, to pass on to the
government.
HOW MUCH MARGIN?
Our example uses typical average margins that are safe to work with but
there are no hard and fast rules. The nature of the product, its shelf life,
whether it requires refrigeration, how much competition exists, etc. are all
relevant.
In a hospitality business making dishes from scratch on the premises to
serve to the end consumer, you would expect the margin to be higher to
account for the extra work involved. A typical margin in this case would be
65-70%.
On Scilly, where producers, retailers and restaurants have a captive but
extremely seasonal market, a key factor is how far you can push your
margins in peak season in order to allow for the quiet months, without
being unrealistic.
Another factor to consider is whether to offer the same price to all
customers. Some wholesale customers will be buying significant volumes
from you on a regular basis and it would generally be expected that they
would get a better price than someone who takes small volumes every
now and then. The way to do this is not to have a whole range of different
price lists for different customers but to have one definitive list, on which
you offer discounts to good customers at an agreed percentage.
MARK-UP OR MARGIN?
Easily and often confused, even by experienced business people, and the
maths can be even more of a mystery to many, so knowing some handy
formulae can save many headaches.
Mark-up is the amount you add to the cost price, expressed as a
percentage of the cost price.
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Getting prices right

Margin is the amount you add to the cost price, expressed as a percentage
of the selling price.
Both have their uses but margin is most commonly used as it tells you
what you are making on the money you are earning rather than simply
what you are adding to the price you are paying for stock.
Sticking with cakes, if you are a café buying a cake for £1 and selling it for
£1.50:
–– the mark-up is 50%
–– and the margin is 33.3%,
–– because 50p is 50% of £1 and 33.3% of £1.50.
DOING THE MATHS:
The trickiest bit for most people is working out the formula for calculating
a specific margin from the total cost price in order to arrive at the desired
selling price. It’s very simple:

1.

Deduct the target margin from 100.

2. Divide this figure by 100.
3. Divide your cost price by this figure.
EXAMPLE:
To calculate a 35% margin on a cake costing £1:

1.

Deduct 35 from 100. Answer = 65.

2. Divide 65 by 100. Answer = 0.65
3. Divide 1 by 0.65. Answer = 1.538
Your selling price would be £1.54.
Once you get the hang of it, you won’t need to do steps 1 and 2 every time.
The other sum that’s often needed is working out what margin you would
be achieving if you charged £x for a product costing £y.

1.

Deduct the cost price from the selling price.

2. Divide this figure by the selling price.
3. Multiply this figure by 100.
Using the same cake example:

1.

Deduct 1.0 from 1.54. Answer = 0.54

2. Divide 0.54 by 1.54. Answer = 0.35
3. Multiply 0.35 by 100. Answer = 35.
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Markets and events

MAKING THE MOST OF MARKETS AND EVENTS
Some businesses rely on markets, festivals and fairs for their livelihood; for
others it’s an occasional marketing activity. It could be around the corner,
or it could be in another country, but most businesses will take part in an
event at some point and the rules for success are generally the same.
DO YOUR HOMEWORK
Firstly, think of any event, big or small, as an investment. You will be
investing time, money, people and product into it, so the key thing is to work
out what it’s going to cost you and what you are hoping to get out of it:
–– Sales?
–– Increase brand awareness?
–– Test new products or concepts?
–– Promote a special or seasonal feature?
–– Attract/identify new audiences?
–– Collect data?
Now you’ll need to set some targets for each of the relevant elements, e.g.
£200 sales, 50 email addresses, 2 new trade leads. To help you find the
right ball park, do some research. Take a look at websites and reviews if
there have been previous similar events. How many competitor businesses
are going to be there? How likely is it to be affected by the weather? What
kind of footfall do the organisers expect? How well is it being marketed?
Taking the time to ask a few questions now could save countless wasted
hours and £s.
Next tot up all the direct and indirect costs. Don’t forget to cost your own
time into the equation, even if you just think of it as a bit of fun.
Finally, it’s a simple calculation to work out whether the gains you’re
hoping to make are worth the cost involved.
MAKING IT HAPPEN
Now imagine you are your own target customer at the event. What are you
looking for? What information do you want to see prominently? What’s
going to draw you in? What’s going to make this person stop at your space
rather than your neighbour’s? What’s going to make them part with their
money? And what’s going to make them come back next time?
Some of the things that work:
–– Smart/imaginative designs. Height and colour are really important
in getting you noticed in a busy environment.
–– Clear messaging. Any wording/signage needs to be concise and
legible. You have about 3 seconds to hook them in.
–– Sampling. The conversion ratio will increase tenfold if you get people
to try the product.
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Offers/promotions, but take care not to undercut your own loyal stockists.
A special offer every now and then is fine but selling regularly at a lower
price than you expect your wholesale customers to sell the same products
at won’t do you any favours.
AN ACTIVITY
Competitions – great for capturing data such as names and email
addresses, but take care to follow data protection rules in the way you use
and store this data.
And the three absolute essentials:

1.	Great products – it almost goes without saying. Anyone can be
persuaded to buy a poor product – but they’ll only do so once.

2. 	Knowledgeable people. Does everyone you are employing know
what your objectives are? Have they tried the product themselves?
Can they tell people how to cook it, or where else they can buy it?

3. 	A smile. You’re cold, damp, been up all night preparing for the day,
the guy next to you has THE most annoying sales patter but still, at
all costs, you have to keep smiling if you want to keep selling.
THE EXTRA MILE: BEFORE AND AFTER
A good event organiser will market the event – that’s partly what you are
paying them for - but you can add to the value of their efforts with a few
extra steps:
Do you have anything newsworthy they can mention in their PR? Products
being launched at the event? New branding unveiled? If so, tell them, they
need your stories.
Amplify any online promotion in your own social media or by telling your
own database that you will be there. Use links to the events pages online.
Maybe send all your good customers (trade and personal) an invitation to
come to your space for a special offer or some hospitality.
After the event is when you need the most supreme effort – it’s not just
about counting your takings and putting your feet up, it’s time to evaluate.
How much did you sell? What products were most popular? What were
people saying about them? How did you organise your space? What did
you find difficult? What would you do differently next time? Keep records
of these things, the easiest way is in an Excel spreadsheet, so you can
compare and contrast different events and work out whether they really
are worthwhile for you. Make a note of what the weather was like, the day
of the week, anything that you feel had a bearing on your performance.
But don’t forget, it’s not just about sales on the day, so you need to be
able to measure longer term impact too. How much PR coverage did you
get? How many leads? How many subsequent orders/sales? At the time
you may feel absolutely certain that you will remember but it’s highly likely
that you won’t.
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Risk Assessment

Two words that fill most people with
dread. A bureaucratic nightmare
perhaps, but potentially also
something that will keep you out of
court, save someone’s life or simply
demonstrate that you take your
business seriously.
Undertaking a risk assessment is a form of due diligence and provides an
important record of the considerations and actions that have been taken
by a business – extremely useful in the event of an incident when you
may need to prove that you had done everything that could reasonably
be expected to prevent it. At the end of the day, the buck stops with the
business owner; therefore even if responsibilities have been delegated,
the owner needs to be able to demonstrate that they have monitored the
delegated responsibilities properly.
Insurance companies, EHOs, health and safety bodies, and also your
customers may need to see that a risk assessment has been done. It’s
a very straightforward exercise once you put your mind to it, and the
exercise itself will make you think hard about your business and any parts
of its operation that aren’t sufficiently healthy or safe.
The trick is to break it down into manageable chunks:
–– WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
–– HOW SERIOUS ARE THEY?
–– WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO MINIMISE THEM?
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The content will vary for every business but a typical H&S risk assessment
might look something like this:

What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?What are you already doing?

Slips and trips (falls, injury)

Customers and staff

General good housekeeping procedures are in place.

Review every 6 months

Manager

All areas are well lit, including stairs.

Supply of replacement light
fittings always kept.

Stairs and steps are nosed with hazard warning material.

Review every 6 months

Premises
manager
Premises
manager

Working with hot surfaces and
naked flames (burns to self
and others)

Use of IT equipment (eye
strain, RSI)

Vehicular movement
(damage, injury to self, others
or property)

Staff

Anyone on the property

ongoing

All floor coverings are secure and in good order.

Review every 6 months

ongoing

Boxes, stock and equipment must not be left in walkways.

Review weekly

Supervisor

ongoing

A safe storage area is provided for deliveries.

Review monthly to check size is
Supervisor
adequate

ongoing

Any spillages to be mopped immediately.

Supply of mops, buckets and
warning signs provided

Premises
manager

ongoing

Routine cleaning to be undertaken when staff and customers
are not present

Review cleaning contract 6
monthly

Premises
manager

ongoing

All knives are kept in closed containers.

Check monthly

Suprvisors,
manager

ongoing

All relevant staff are trained In correct use of knives and other
sharp implements
Untrained staff not permitted in relevant areas

Update and review training
periodically
Review every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

Manager

ongoing

All staff are trained in use of appliances.

Review every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

Check monthly

Fire officer

ongoing

Review every 6 months

Fire officer

ongoing

Rreview every 6 months

Fire officer

ongoing

Appropriate number and type of fire-fighting equipment is
provided in all relevant areas.

Rreview every 6 months

Fire officer

ongoing

Staff are trained in correct use and positioning of equipment

Ensure training is being
implemented

Manager

ongoing

Staff are given appropriate breaks from use of IT equipment.

Review periodically

Manager

ongoing

All equipment is maintained in good working order

Rreview every 6 months

Premises
manager

ongoing

Deliveries limited to specified times.

Implement strictly

Manager

ongoing

All drivers of forklifts have appropriate training
All staff working in areas where vehicles are present are given
appropriate training.
No vehicles to be reversed without a banksman

Re-test periodically

Manager

ongoing

Rreview every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

Implement strictly

Manager

ongoing

Manager

Staff given appropriate training and equipment

Rreview every 6 months

Working with hazardous
chemicals & substances

Approved life-saving equipment and instructions provided for
public.
Warning signage in place.
All hazardous substances marked appropriately and kept in
locked area.

Ensure staff and customers are
Manager
aware of locations
Review every 6 months
Manager
Keys to be kept by named staff
Manager
only.

Training provided to all staff who use hazardous substances

Rreview every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

Staff trained in correct procedures
Suitable equipment provided for reaching heights and
maintained in good condition
Staff trained in correct procedures

Rreview every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

Working at height

Lifting heavy items
Working with mechanical
equipment

Staff

Next
review

ongoing

Working in or near open water Customers and staff

Customers and staff

Did it work?

ongoing

Premises
manager

Customers and untrained staff do not have access to areas
where naked flames are used.
All hot surfaces in reach of customers are clearly marked with
warning notices.
All relevant appliances are regularly cleaned, checked and
serviced

Have they
done it?

ongoing

Review every 6 months

Customers and staff

Customers and staff

By when?

All managers
& supervisors

No trailing leads or cables are permitted.

Working with knives and other
sharp implements (cuts, injury
to self and others)

Who is
What else do you need to do to
responsible
control this risk?
for doing it?

ongoing
ongoing
ongoing
ongoing

Rreview every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

Implement strictly

Manager

ongoing

Staff trained in correct procedures

Rreview every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

All equipment maintained in good order

Rreview every 6 months

Manager

ongoing

RESOURCES



Risk assessment template is
available as an Excel file from
the Islands’ Partnership.
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A PRODUCTIVE SUPPLY CHAIN
When buyers and suppliers have a good relationship it can have a big
impact on sales. Communication and an open-minded partnership
approach can also have a huge impact on productivity – getting two heads
together often leads to win-win solutions that reduce waste, improve
efficiency and expand horizons.
Suppliers are often reticent about approaching potential buyers before
their proposition is crystal clear but it can be beneficial to have a chat
at an early stage to gauge the buyer’s perspective on their proposed
production plans. This is the ideal moment for new ideas to come to
light and the buyer will be aware of factors the supplier may not have
considered.
If it’s a brand new idea, the supplier will be nervous about sharing too
much detail, but if the supplier is concerned about their idea being leaked
or copied, it’s still better to seek other opinions than not. In this case the
solution is to set up a non-disclosure agreement between the parties
involved.
APPROACHING BUYERS; WHAT WILL THE BUYER NEED TO KNOW?
–– A clear indication of what the product (or service) is, and what it
can do for them.
–– How much can be supplied and how frequently?
–– Does it vary seasonally?
–– How will it be delivered?
–– What is its shelf life?
–– How does it need to be stored? E.g. Can/should it be
refrigerated/ frozen?
–– Is there a minimum order quantity or value?
–– Who will buy it? Why would they buy it? What would they use it for?
–– What are its unique selling points? How is it better than
its competitors?
–– Do you have any market research, either your own or any data you
have collated, to support your answers?
–– Do you have all the necessary permissions and approvals in place
and is it legally compliant, e.g. licensing, Environmental Health,
Trading Standards?
–– How are you supporting sales with your own marketing and PR?
Could you link together to do something with greater impact?
–– Finally, and always the last piece of information to share once
the buyer is interested, what is the price?
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WHAT THE SUPPLIER NEEDS TO KNOW FROM THE BUYER
–– How does the product need to be presented? E.g. is bar coding
essential? Does it need to be packaged? If so, what kind of volumes
will work for the buyer?
–– How frequently is the buyer likely to need deliveries? How much seasonal
variation is there? Do their needs match your production cycles?
–– Is the range adequate? Are they looking for any additional items
in the same product range?
–– Will they be using any other suppliers of similar products?
DO’S AND DONT’S FOR SUPPLIERS

Do:

Don’t:

Give the buyer samples of the real product in

Give up at the first hurdle – it may take several

the format in which it will be sold.

attempts to convert a buyer. But after three or

Be prepared to negotiate on price, but only
where there are clear benefits in doing so,

four failed attempts it’s probably best to assume
they aren’t going to bite.

not just because the buyer asks. High volume

Postpone a sales meeting unless you absolutely

regular orders from good payers ought to be

have to. It will give out the wrong message

recognised and rewarded. If the benefits of

about how seriously you value their business.

discounting your prices are not clear, suggest a
trial period at a specific price.

Add delivery charges to your prices. An
inclusive price will be much more acceptable,

Deliver the correct order when you say you are

and buyers should understand that there is

going to. If you make a mistake or can’t supply

a cost attached to transporting something

what has been ordered, notify the buyer and

from or between islands. Setting a minimum

offer a replacement/refund or rectify it as soon

volume/value for free delivery is a good way of

as you possibly can.

saving you lots of inefficient small deliveries.

Have an email address and/or phone line that

Expect payment on or before delivery, except

can accept orders at any time of the day or

perhaps for the first delivery. Most wholesale

night.

customers will expect 28 day payment terms.

Suggest price incentives/promotions (doing
this proactively means you can choose a time
when it suits you, e.g. when you know sales

But you need to be hot on your credit control
and can of course refuse to supply them if they
are bad payers.

are normally slow or when you have excess
produce).
Be prepared to call the customer for their order
at a set time each day/week/month. It’s not
pushy, it can be a real help when they have a lot
of different products to order.
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Marque criteria

This is to certify that
________________________________
is proud to support the Taste of Scilly
initiative, working together to bring the best
of Scillonian food and drink to our visitors.
Authorised by: __________________________
Date: _________________

Marque certificate

The Taste of Scilly Marque has been
designed to champion and promote
the exceptional food and drink identity
of the Isles of Scilly. We hope it will
make it easier for the consumer to
clearly identify produce that is truly
‘local’ to Scilly, whilst in turn helping
to strengthen demand for locally
produced food and drink to the benefit
of the islands’ fishermen, farmers and
local food producers.
CRITERIA
The criteria used to qualify a business or individual to use the Taste of
Scilly Marque are as follows:

1.	Any item displaying or being sold under the Taste of Scilly Food
Marque must be grown, caught, reared, collected, fished or
harvested on Scilly or within Scillonian waters.

2.	Any item that is either made or processed on Scilly, must include
the significant use of at least one ingredient that has been grown,
caught, reared, collected, fished or harvested on Scilly.
Any business/individual that would like to display a Taste of Scilly Marque
on one or more of their products but that is unable to demonstrate the
significant use of at least one locally sourced ingredient may still apply for
the Taste of Scilly Food Marque providing they:
Provide an explanation as to why they are unable to use local ingredients
in their processes. And they meet both of the following requirements:
–– The ability to demonstrate that culinary skill and craftsmanship
is applied during the production of their product.
–– The ability to demonstrate that their product adds to the distinctive
visitor experience of Scilly. Applicants in this category should describe
how they meet these requirements in the Application Form.
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This is to certify that
________________________________
is proud to support the Taste of Scilly
initiative, working together to bring the best
of Scillonian food and drink to our visitors.
Authorised by: __________________________
Date: _________________

The Taste of Scilly Charter has been
designed to champion and promote
businesses within the islands’ hospitality
sector that actively use, serve or sell
local produce that is grown, caught,
reared or made within the Isles of Scilly.
While the Taste of Scilly Marque recognises the local produce itself, the

Charter certificate

Taste of Scilly Charter is a way of recognising those businesses that sell or
make use of this produce. This could range from a shop that sells locally
reared meat to a restaurant serving Scillonian lobster, or even a B&B using
local sausages in their breakfasts.

CRITERIA
The criteria used to award The Taste of Scilly Food Charter to businesses
within the hospitality sector requires that they must meet the following
criteria:
–– Businesses must change their menu at least twice a year to reflect the
seasonality of local produce.
–– Businesses must offer at least one local, Scillonian dish per day either
on their standard menu or specials board where the principal
ingredient has either been grown, caught, made or produced within
Scilly or within Scillonian waters.
–– Businesses must include a local sourcing directory both on their
website and as part of their menu promoting which local suppliers they
use on a regular basis.*
–– When committing to support local food, businesses must make clear
the economic and social benefits of sourcing locally produced food
either on their website or on their menu.
–– Businesses must ensure that all relevant staff are aware of the
availability of local food and drink and are able to answer questions on
the provenance of any local produce used within their establishment.
*If you sell or serve local Scillonian produce or products which you
have not grown, reared, caught or produced yourself, please list in the
Application Form overleaf the Isles of Scilly suppliers you typically source
these items from.
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Taste of Scilly application form
To apply for either the Taste of Scilly Marque, Taste of Scilly Charter or
both, please complete and return the following application form (3 pages):

YOUR DETAILS
Name of Business:

Nature of Business:

Main Contact:

Position/Role:

Business Address:

Correspondence Address (if different):

Telephone:

Mobile:

Email:

Website:

Twitter/Facebook/Instagram:

ASSISTANCE



If you require any assistance or advice during
the completion of this form, please contact the
Islands’ Partnership on 01720 424036 or email
enquiries@islandspartnership.co.uk
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Taste of Scilly application form

TASTE OF SCILLY MARQUE

I wish to apply for the Taste of Scilly Marque

Please provide details of your product/produce that meet the Marque criteria (see accompanying criteria)

Produce/Product

Why/how you meet the criteria

e.g. Livestock (Beef)

e.g. Beef herd locally reared on xx farm/island,
Isles of Scilly

TASTE OF SCILLY CHARTER

I wish to apply for the Taste of Scilly Charter

Please list below the Isles of Scilly suppliers you typically source your produce/products from:

Produce/Product

Isles of Scilly Supplier/Producer

e.g. Milk

e.g. Troytown Farm, St. Agnes
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DECLARATION
The above applicant must sign the following
declaration agreeing to abide by the conditions
of use of the Taste of Scilly Marque and/or Charter.
Failure to comply with this Agreement and/or
unauthorised use of either the Marque or Charter
may result in termination of use of the Marque or
Charter and exclusion from the scheme and related
marketing activity.

7.	I/we acknowledge that an annual fee may be charged beyond
the initial funded project to cover the use of promotional
materials, the marketing of the scheme and the administration
of the Marque and Charter.
8.	I/we must not provide untrue or misleading information to
Islands’ Partnership/Taste of Scilly Sector Group.

If not grown, caught or reared directly:

9.	I/we will ensure that the products carrying the Marque will
conform to the criteria at all times and will advise Islands’
Partnership/Taste of Scilly Sector Group if I/we are no longer
able to meet the criteria or any of the above conditions at any
time.

a. 	significant part of my/our product(s) that is/are made
or produced on Scilly use at least one locally sourced
ingredient.

10.	I/we agree to immediately withdraw from the scheme if
required to do so by Islands’ Partnership/Taste of Scilly Sector
Group.

b.	I/we are able to provide a sound reason for why I/we are
unable to significantly use at least one locally sourced
ingredient. I/we are also able to demonstrate that high
levels of culinary skill and craftsmanship are applied during
the production of my/our product and that this product
adds to the distinctive visitor experience of Scilly.

11.	I/we agree to cease using/displaying the Marque and/or Charter
within 30 days of withdrawing from or being required to
withdraw from the scheme.

1.	All my/our produce specified in the table above and which will
carry the Marque, is either grown, caught, reared, collected,
fished or harvested on Scilly or within Scillonian waters.
2.

6.	I/we understand that approval to use the Marque and/or
Charter may be subject to an initial and/or periodic visits to my/
our farm/business by a representative of Islands’ Partnership/
Taste of Scilly Sector Group.

3.	I/we confirm that in order to be awarded the Taste of Scilly
Charter, I/we must meet the criteria set out above.
4.	I/we will undertake measures to ensure that all produce that
has been awarded the Marque shall be clearly labelled with the
Marque where possible.
5.	I/we operate our business in accordance with all health and
safety, food safety, hygiene, employment, trading standards and
licensing laws and any other relevant legislation.

12.	I/we understand that approval to use the Marque and/or
Charter is at the absolute discretion of the Islands’ Partnership/
Taste of Scilly Sector Group and that any decision of the Islands’
Partnership/Taste of Scilly Sector Group is final.
13.	I/we acknowledge that once accepted by the Islands’
Partnership/Taste of Scilly Sector Group, this application form
together with the attached criteria, the non-exclusive Licence
Agreement, the certificate and all the appendices thereto, form
the entire Agreement between Islands’ Partnership/Taste of
Scilly Sector Group and I/us.
14.	I/we declare that I/we have read the above and fully understand
the above declaration and the attached criteria and as a user of
the Marque will abide by such terms and conditions at all times.

PLEASE SIGN HERE
Signature(s):

Name(s):
COMPLETED FORMS.
Business Name(s):



Please return completed forms to: Islands’
Partnership, Steamship House, Hugh Town,

Date:

St. Mary’s, Isles of Scilly, TR21 0LL.
Email: enquiries@islandspartnership.co.uk
Tel: 01720 424036
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BRYHER
Veronica
Farm Fudge

Fudge

Hillside Farm

Mixed Farm Veg/
Salad Meat

Handmade fudge
using locally sourced
ingredients

Vegetables, salad items,
eggs, pork products
including sausages and
joints with beef available
soon.
Island Fish

Fish & Shellfish
Fresh/cooked lobster,
crab, picked crab meat,
shellfish products &
fresh fish (subject to
availability)

Veronica
Farm
Produce

Mixed Produce

Kris & Geoff
Taylor

01720
422862

veronicafarmfudge.
co.uk

Veronica Farm,
Bryher,
TR23 0PR

Ruth &
Graham
Eggins

01720
423156

hillsidefarmbryher@gmail.com

hillsidefarmbryher.
co.uk

Hillside Farm,
Bryher,
TR23 0PR

Amanda
Pender

01720
423880

contactus@islandfish.co.uk

islandfish.co.uk

Newpark, Bryher,
TR23 0PR

Issy Tibbs

07540
521137

info@samsonhill.co.uk

Niki Hicks

01720
422881

The Little Island
Chocolate
Company,
St. Agnes,
TR22 0PL

Mike &
Christine
Hicks

01720
422139

Westward Farm,
St. Agnes,
TR22 0PL

Tonya Hicks

01720
422363

Tamarisk Farm,
St. Agnes,
TR22 0PL

Sue, Sam,
Laura or Tim
Hicks

01720
422360

Herbs, vegetables,
pickles, chutneys.

Veronica Farm,
Bryher, TR23 0PR

ST. AGNES
The Little
Island
Chocolate
Company

Chocolate

Westward
Farm

Mixed Produce

Tamarisk
Farm

Salad

Troytown
Farm

Dairy/Meat

Handmade local
chocolate of varying
flavours, including local
essences of lavender,
rose & geranium

Apple juice, eggs, beef,
and natural essences of
local flowers

Produces a range of
salad items

Produces a range of
locally made ice cream
from local milk, butter,
cream and yoghurt as
well as meat products,
bacon, pork and beef.
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farmshop@troytown.co.uk

troytown.co.uk

Troytown Farm,
St. Agnes,
TR22 0PL
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ST. MARTIN’S
SC Salt

Salt
Locally produced sea salt
in both standard and a
variety of flavours.

Scilly
Organics

Salad

The Island
Bakery

Bread

St Martin’s
Vineyard &
Winery

Wine/Apple Juice

Scillonian
Fayre

Salad/Vegetables

Ian Mitchell

Organic market garden
produce.

Andrew
Walder

info@sc-salt.co.uk

sc-salt.co.uk

Carron Farm,
St. Martins,
TR25 0QL

Jonathan
Smith

jonathan@scillyorganics.com

scillyorganics.com

Scilly Organics,
Middle Town,
St. Martins,
TR25 0QL

Barney
McLachlan

01720
422111

theislandbakery@hotmail.
co.uk

theislandbakery-stmartins.com

The Island Bakery,
Higher Town,
St. Martin’s,
TR25 0QL

Val &
Graham
Thomas

01720
423418

graham@stmartinsvineyard.
co.uk

stmartinsvineyard.
co.uk

St. Martin’s
Vineyard,
Higher Town,
St. Martin’s,
TR25 0QL

Ian Metcalf

07769
613731

ianmetcalf@gmail.com

Scillonian Fayre,
Middle Town,
St. Martin’s,
TR25 0QL

Fish & Shellfish

Ian or Mandy

01720
423152

mandy.hilldrop@btinternet.
com

Ian Mitchell,
Lower Town,
St. Martin’s,
TR25 0QL

Steve Walder

Shellfish

Steve
Walder

01720
422893

steve@carronfarm.co.uk

Carron Farm,
Higher Town,
St. Martin’s,
TR25 0QL

Churchtown
Farm

Beef

Ben Julian

01720
422169

Freshly baked bread &
rolls

Producers of white, red
& rose wine plus apple
juice from grapes/apples
grown in their St. Martin’s
vineyard/orchard.

Market garden produce

Producers of high quality
beef products including
burgers, joints & mince.
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scillycow.co.uk

Churchtown Farm,
St. Martin’s,
TR25 0QL
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ST. MARY’S
Salakee Farm

Duck
Producers of locally
reared duck.

Ales of Scilly

Ale
Locally brewed and
bottled speciality ale

Scilly Maid
Chocolate

Chocolate

Peninnis
Farm

Mixed Farm

Anna Jenkins

Shellfish

Handmade local
chocolate using locally
foraged inclusions i.e.
Scilly Sea Salt/wild gorse
flower/seaweed. Gifts
and wedding favours too

Producers of eggs, beef
and pork including the
Scilly Sausage

Local lobster & crab
Vicky Bennett

Shellfish
Local lobster & crab

Katie’s Pride

Shellfish

Kylie Carter/
Dave
Mumford

07791
809116
or 01720
422392

info@salakeefarm.co.uk

salakeefarm.co.uk

Salakee Farm
St. Mary’s
TR21 0NZ

Jennie
Trevithick/
Mark Praeger

01720
422419
or 07737
721599

mark@alesofscilly.co.uk or
jennie@alesofscilly.co.uk a

alesofscilly.co.uk

2B Porthmellon
Business Park,
St. Mary’s,
TR21 0JY

Carmen
Stevens

01720
423361
or 0778
9961499

info@scillymaidchocolate.uk

scillymaidchocolate.uk

Colossus,
Pilots Retreat,
St. Mary’s
TR21 0PB

Jon/Dan
May

01720
421008

jon@sandpiper-scilly.co.uk

Peninnis Farm,
Peninnis,
St. Mary’s,
TR21 0NA

Anna
Bennett

01720
423866

annabennett40@hotmail.com

8 Castle Cottages,
St. Mary’s,
TR21 0PE

Vicky
Bennett

01720
422860

toribennett@hotmail.com

Trufusis,
Telegraph,
St. Mary’s

Sarah Handy

01720
423352

scillyshandy1971@gmail.com

6 Barnes Acre,
Normandy,
St. Marys’

Michelle
Maplethorpe

01720
423114

Robert
Francis

01720
422333

Becky Lock

Anthea/Phil
Roberts

Local lobster & crab
The
Handmade
Fudge Shop

Fudge

Holy Vale
Wines

Wine

Becky’s Scilly
Cakes

Cakes

Beltie Beef

Beef

Homemade fudge
available in a variety
of flavours

Suppliers of Pinot Noir,
Pinot Gris & Chardonnay wine from grapes
grown in their Holy Vale
vineyard.

A range of locally made
cakes for every occasion
and aimed at the wholesale market.
Local beef
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thehandmadefudgeshop.co.uk

The Strand,
St. Mary’s,
TR21 0PT

info@holyvalewines.co.uk

holyvalewines.
co.uk

Holyvale Vineyard
St. Mary’s,
TR21 0JA

01720
423741

beckysscillycakes@yahoo.
co.uk

beckysscillycakes.
co.uk

Becky’s Cakes,
Porthcressa,
St. Mary’s,

01720
422214

beltiebeef@bluecarn.co.uk

Beltie Beef,
Ennor Castle,
Old Town,
St. Mary’s,
TR21 0NN
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The following resources are available from the Islands’ Partnership office:

LOGOS IN ALL COMMONLY REQUIRED FORMATS:
Full Colour
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Lobster.ai
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Lobster.eps
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Lobster.pdf
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Lobster.jpg
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Lobster.png
Black
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Black.ai
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Black.eps
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Black.pdf
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Black.jpg
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-Black.png
White
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-White.ai
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-White.eps
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-White.pdf
- Taste_Scilly-Logo-White.png

BRAND STORY, FULL VERSION AS WELL AS THE
SHORT AND VERY SHORT VERSIONS:
- TasteIOS_Story.doc
RESOURCES



- TasteIOS_Story.txt

These resources are available to

MARKETING COLLATERAL:

all approved participants from

- Supporters certificates

the Islands’ Partnership office.

- Small produce stickers

Please contact:

- Premises window stickers

Steamship House,
Hugh Street, Hugh Town,
St Mary’s
TR21 0LL
01720 424 036
enquiries@islandspartnership.co.uk

- Farm gate / honesty box plaques
- Postcards
- Table Talkers

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT:
- Risk assessment template
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